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By Gabriel Avilla 
1. Biography 

Gabriel “gaberock” Avilla currently is a Lieutenant Colonel in the active-duty U.S. Air 
Force and has twice served as a squadron commander. His passion for leadership and sharing 
his lessons learned drove him to write No Pressure...But Don’t Mess This Up. Gabriel shares 
authentic stories and advice over the arc of a squadron command tour for the audience to 
absorb and incorporate into their own leadership style. This book isn’t your typical 
self-improvement material, but rather the type of advice to help you grow to be a genuine leader 
that never loses their sense of authenticity. If you’re ready to be the leader you’ve always 
wanted to follow, you’ve found the right place to get started! 

2. Contact Information 

● Website - http://www.constantelevation.co  
● Email - gaberockone@constantelevation.co 
● Facebook  

○ https://www.facebook.com/gaberock 
○ https://www.facebook.com/ConstantElevation.co  

● Instagram - @gaberock01 
● LinkedIn - Gabriel Avilla 
● YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFwlj6IeJHfF7G94-J9L29g  
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3. Sample Q&A / Tip Sheet 

What drove me to write this book? 

During my command tours, I spent a lot of time thinking and meditating on the myriad of 
decisions I had to make on a daily basis. From the small, seemingly mundane choices to the 
overarching strategies that would have a big impact on our squadron, I always had to keep my 
eye on the big picture and make sure I was grooming the next generation of leaders who would 
continue to make the Air Force great. I didn’t see my command tour as my time to shine, but 
rather my opportunity to unleash and empower the men and women under my charge.  

I decided to write No Pressure to lead by example with my unfiltered thoughts on leadership. I 
wanted to inspire leaders who have been selected for command or aspire for squadron 
command to realize that they have a unique opportunity to inspire leadership at the most 
influential position as an officer. This opportunity is based on the core idea to remain genuine 
and authentic. Subordinates can quickly tell the difference between a real leader and someone 
who is just going through the motions in self-interest. No Pressure is my payback to the Air 
Force to inspire rising leaders to realize that they don’t have to follow a cookie-cutter method of 
leadership to be successful. 

What lessons can the reader learn from this book? 

I approach the arc of a squadron command tour and the common thoughts and challenges one 
will encounter. I share some of my failures, lessons learned, and introspection to arm the reader 
with ideas on how to optimize their leadership opportunities. From the early phases, mid-point, 
and end-of-tour, No Pressure offers practical advice and tactics for the reader to navigate the 
waters of leadership with authenticity and ideas to keep them ready to meet any challenge. 

What sets this book apart from other military leadership books? 

I deliberately went the self-publishing route because I wanted to share my unfiltered thoughts on 
leadership. This is not to say anything negative against Profession Military Education. In fact, I 
believe No Pressure can serve as complementary education from an informal yet personal 
perspective from a leader who has served twice in one of the most influential positions in the Air 
Force. The language I use throughout the book and the stories I share are from a genuine place 
of experience and meant to inspire others to grow into their own leadership style. Don’t emulate 
my style of leadership; be inspired by my style and develop your own.  

  



4. Press Release 

● Headline - “No Pressure...But Don’t Mess This Up” by Gabriel Avilla is an authentic 
approach to leading within the most influential position an officer can serve in the Air 
Force: Squadron Commander. Don’t be another cog in the machine! Lead boldly and be 
the leader that you’ve always wanted to follow. 

● Synopsis - “No Pressure...But Don’t Mess This Up” is author Gabriel Avilla’s personal 
take on leadership after successfully serving twice as an Air Force squadron 
commander. Gabriel shares his thoughts and insights on how to approach the arc of a 
tour as a squadron commander based on my own experiences, failures, and successes. 
Rising Air Force leaders will be motivated to serve as authentic leaders that are needed 
in the most influential position that few will experience. “No Pressure...But Don’t Mess 
This Up” will teach you to not be another cog in the machine and be the leader that 
you’ve always wanted to follow.  

● Contact - Please send any inquiries to gaberock@constantelevation.co  

● Features Angle - Leading in the modern military across multiple generations take a 
constantly evolving set of skills to ensure no one is left behind. Being selected to serve 
as a squadron commander in the Air Force is potentially the greatest level of influence 
you can have on people that will last for the rest of their career. “No Pressure...But Don’t 
Mess This Up” provides practical advice and reality-tested recommendations on how you 
can successfully serve across your command tour and be the inspirational leader 
everyone needs you to be. 

● Book Details 

○ Publication Date - October 27, 2020 

○ Publisher - Book Baby 

○ Price - $14.99 softcover, $6.99 eBook 

○ Page Count - 135 

○ ISBN - 978-1-09833-531-1 

○ Where To Purchase:  

■ Hard copy direct from author - http://www.constantelevation.co 

■ BookBaby (print on demand) - 
https://store.bookbaby.com/book/no-pressure  

■ Available on Amazon and Barnes and Noble, both in soft cover and 
eBook formats  
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5. Images 

● Cover 
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6. Book Excerpt 

From the day you accept the guidon as the new commander to the day you pass it on to 
your replacement, you will have your entire squadron’s attention. This level of experience will be 
unmatched throughout the rest of your career. Never lose sight of how much influence and 
freedom to maneuver you have during your command tour, which will help make a positive 
impact on the mission and the people supporting that mission. Both members of the military and 
civilians alike will see you as a beacon of leadership that sets the tone and personality of the 
squadron. Characteristics such as stubbornness, deflecting responsibility, or a selfish mindset 
will likely be reflected in your teammates. If, on the other hand, you lead with compassion, 
determination, and an overall team mindset, your squadron will unlock their inner confidence 
and become stronger both individually and as a team. If you take care of the people, the mission 
will take care of itself. 

When brand-new Airmen joined my squadron, I told them that I wanted their experience 
to set the standard for the remainder of their career, whether that career lasted four years or 
thirty. I wanted to develop a culture where people felt proud of their contributions, where they 
could lean on each other during the hard times, share laughs, and learn that they were capable 
of more than they realized. Shaping this type of environment requires deliberate thought and 
more energy than you have alone, so you need to work with your squadron to make this vision a 
reality. When your squadron shares the responsibility of shaping the future, the culture will 
become what it needs to be. 

Serving as a squadron commander is a unique opportunity you will cherish like nothing 
else. You will never be truly prepared for the responsibility, and even the words and advice 
shared throughout this book don’t hold the answers to every challenge you’ll encounter. You’ll 
find the answers along the way. You’re not better than anyone else, you simply happen to have 
the right set of skills aligned with a specific opportunity. But you must continue to develop those 
skills throughout your squadron command tour as well as your teammates’ skills to help them 
become better leaders. The only win that matters is the one you can all share in. 

Your experience as a squadron commander is the most powerful opportunity you have to 
shape the next generation of leaders. You will impact the time spent both together and apart. I 
received the following message after I completed my second squadron command tour. These 
words serve as a reminder to me and an example for you about how much impact you can have 
on Airmen. 

“Thank you. Thank you for not being like the rest of the Air Force. Thank you for giving 
Airmen a chance to do something good. Thank you for not seeing Airmen as children but 
instead as adults with ideas and capabilities. I’m no longer in the world’s greatest Air Force but I 
will always remember my experience and be appreciative of you for the opportunities you 
provided. You’re one of the few who I found to be genuine and who truly cared about the 
people. I joined to help people and to make a difference in the world and just because I’m no 
longer an Airman doesn’t mean I can’t still do those things. I just wanted to express my gratitude 
and to tell you to keep it up. You’re doing a great job. Good luck with all your future endeavors.” 

Squadron command is never about you, but rather about shaping the next generation of 
leaders. You have twenty-four months to get that right. No pressure…but don’t mess this up. 


